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indexed. Not illustrated. 1748 Excerpt: . . . Concave Solid V.
Theorem LIX. The Complement of which to its circumfcribing
Cylinder--v i s muft give the Content of the convex
circumambient Solid P which is formed by the Rotation of the
greater Area VMP about the fame Axis V Z. And (putting M Z s d
fixed, and M B -y variable, whence E D d---u) the Ultimator of
their common curve Superfices will be-3--xd---v, reftoring-y for d
in the Subject. Theorem LX. . L a Thirdly, TfcWy, If the greater
Area MVP (fee the laft Figure) be turned about its Semiordinate
M P, as a fixed Axis, I call the Solid, fo generated, Convex M. In
this Cafe put again MPs a, and VPi; ar (Thco. 51. 52): whence
(Theo. 55. ) the Area of the Bafe is-ar. and the Content of the
circum b bribing Cylinder is ji a . Now in...
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This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n-- Andr es B a shir ia n

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner-- La cy Goldner
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